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APPENDIX 

First News Article 

 

Note 

N1: Number of News   DD: Discourse Deixis 

D1: Number of Datum   SD: Social Deixis 

PD: Person Deixis   R: Relational Social Deixis 

TD: Time Deixis   A: Absolute Social Deixis 

PLD: Place Deixis 

N

o 
Code Sentences 

Types of Deixis 

PD 
TD PLD DD 

SD 

1 2 3 R A 

1. 

N1.D12.TD … many of the world‟s largest 

fossil fuel producers are still 

planning to ramp up production in 

the coming years… 

   √     

2. 

 

N1.D17.DD Scientists have said limiting 

warming to those thresholds is 

critical to avoid the worst 

consequences of the climate 

crisis. 

     √   

3. 

N1.D01.PD Researcher call this disconnect 

between government plans and 

the international climate 

commitments the “production 

gap”, which they conclude 

remains “largely unchanged” 

compared to previous 

assessment… 

  √      

4. 

 

N1.D18.DD The latest analysis found that the 

production is widest for coal, of 

which government plan to 

produce roughly 240% more in 

2030.  

     √   

5. 

 

N1.D02.PD They are also planning to produce 

57 % more oil and 71 % more 

natural gas … 

  √      

6. 

N1.D03.PD  … they don‟t currently control 

production, government policies 

and subsidies enables production 

by private interest,” …  

  √      

7. 

 

N1.D04.PD “The main message is that 

governments have a primary role 

to play in closing the production 

gap,” she added. 

  √      

8. 

N1.D05.PD Beyond 1.5 degrees, they say the 

world will see more record-setting 

wildfires, unprecedented heat 

waves, … 

  √      
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9. 

N1.D06.PD “… we need to wind down 

production rapidly in a sustained, 

…” 
√        

10. 

N1.D18.DD A recent study found that a vast 

majority of the planet‟s remaining 

oil, natural gas, and coal reserves 

must remain in the ground by 

2050 to avoid these 

consequences.  

     √   

11. 

N1.D13.TD … according to the authors, must 

reach peak fossil fuel production 

now or within the next decade to 

limit the critical climate 

threshold. 

   √     

12. 

N1.D07.PD …, which is more than they have 

invested toward clean energy 

alternative. 

  √      

13. 

N1.D08.PD … oil and gas need to basically 

have started declining since 2020 

in order for us to stay consistent 

… 

√        

14. 

N1.D14.TD … international climate 

negotiations in Glasgow, 

Scotland, at the beginning of 

November, where the focus will 

be on getting countries to commit 

to stronger fossil fuel cuts, as well 

as putting an end date on the 

production and use of coal.  

   √     

15. 

N1.D09.PD  …, they are “breaking the 

promise made six years ago … of 

the Paris Agreement.  
  √      

16. 

N1.D15.TD …, they are “breaking the 

promise made six years ago … of 

the Paris Agreement. 

   √     

17. 

N1.D16.TD The next few years is critical 

closing the production gap, 

Achakulwisut said.  
   √     

18. 

N1.D10.PD  “We‟re going to need even 

steeper, faster declines, and 

potentially more disruptive 

transition,” she said. 

√        

19. 

N1.D11.PD “We‟re going to need even 

steeper, faster declines, and 

potentially more disruptive 

transition,” she said. 

  √      
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Second News Article 

 

N

o 
Code Sentences 

Types of Deixis 

PD 
TD PLD DD 

SD 

1 2 3 R A 

1. 

N2.D08.TD It‟s part of a larger commitment 

to train 29 million people globally 

in cloud computing 2025 that 

AWS made last year.  

   √     

2. 

 

N2.D01.PD He Skills Center is “going to be 

free, accessible space for anybody 

… 
  √      

3. 

N2.D15.PLD …, and importantly, there‟s going 

to be a lot of skills training here,” 

Selipsky told CNN … 

    √    

4. 

 

N2.D17.DD  …, and this is the part of a very 

broad effort,” he said.  

 

 
    √   

5. 

 

N2.D02.PD …, and this is the part of a very 

broad effort,” he said. 
  √      

6. 

N2.D03.PD “We‟re going to invest hundreds 

of millions dollars to bring that 

training to tens of millions of 

people worldwide” 

√        

7. 

 

N2.D04.PD  “I have that conversation with 

executives of companies all the 

time,” said Maureen Lonergan, 

vice president of AWS Training 

and Certification. 

√        

8. 

N2.D18.DD In the most recent quarter, 

AWS contributed nearly 56% of 

the company‟s overall net 

income, and it now has a revenue 

run rate around $64 billion. 

   √     

9. 

N2.D09.TD …, and it now has a revenue run 

rate of around $64 billion. 

 

   √     

10. 

N2.D05.PD  “The cloud is actually one of the 

most transformative technological 

changes of our generation,” said 

Selipsky, who started at AWS in 

the division‟s early days … 

√        

11. 

N2.D10.TD “The cloud is actually one of the 

most transformative technological 

changes of our generation,” said 

Selipsky, who started at AWS in 

the division‟s early days 

   √     

12. 

N2.D06.PD  “I know that sounds like a big 

statement but if you think about, 

when is the last time you went to 

rent a DVD or incurred late fees? 

… No matter what sector you 

look at, no matter what 

application you look at, … 

 √       
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13. 

N2.D11.TD “I know that sounds like a big 

statement but if you think about, 

when is the last time you went to 

rent a DVD or incurred late fees? 

   √     

14. 

N2.D15.PLD … everything that illustrates the 

true breadth of the cloud, and 

importantly, there‟s going to be a 

lot of skills training here,” 

    √    

15. 

N2.D12.TD The company hopes tens of 

thousands of people will visit the 

center to explore or take classes 

each year. 

   √     

16. 

N2.D13.TD …, from 25 cities in 12 countries 

in 2020 to more than 95 cities in 

38 countries by the end of 2021. 

   √     

17. 

N2.D14.TD The company expects to open 

more Skills Centers around the 

world starting next year, 

according to Lonergan. 

   √     

18. 

N2.D19.DD That effort could help increase 

diversity in the cloud computing 

field, … 
     √   

19. 

N2.D20.DD Amazon‟s own global corporate 

staff was comprised of nearly 

69% men and 47% white 

employees in 2020, according to 

its most recent workforce data 

report. 

     √   

20. 

N2.D07.PD  “Our customers are so incredibly 

diverse and who they are, and 

their uses cases and their 

industries, and the companies in 

which they operate are so diverse, 

it‟s hard to imagine that we could 

really deliver what they need 

from us if we are not equally 

diverse,” Selipsky said.   

  √      

21. 

 

N2.D07.PD …, it‟s hard to imagine that we 

could really deliver what they 

need from us if we are not equally 

diverse,” Selipsky said.   

√        
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Third News Article 

 

N

o 
Code Sentences 

Types of Deixis 

PD 
TD PLD DD 

SD 

1 2 3 R A 

1. 

N3.D01.PD  Elon Musk appears to have 

wrapped busy year of trading his 

Tesla shares Tuesday. He‟ll end 

up with one of the largest tax bills 

in history to show for it.  

  √      

2. 

 

N3.D20.DD The Tesla CEO exercised options 

to buy another 1.6 million shares, 

and sold 934,090 of those shares 

for $1 billion to cover the tax bite 

he‟ll be facing on that purchase. 

     √   

3. 
N3.D02.PD … they can‟t be accused of 

trading on insider information. 
  √      

4. 

 

N3.D11.TD …, and the options vested as 

Tesla hit various financial and 

operational targets in subsequent 

years. 

   √     

5. 

 

N3.D03.PD But he did not have to pay taxes 

on the options until he exercised 

them, which he started to do in 

November. 

  √      

6. 

N3.D04.PD The value of the shares he 

acquired by exercising the 

options, … , he faces of a federal 

tax bill of about $10.7 billion … 

  √      

7. 

 

N3.D21.DD Although Musk could have 

waited until 2022 to exercise 

these options, … 
     √   

8. 

N3.D05.PD  …, he faced the risk of an 8 

percentage point higher tax bill … 

there was still a significant risk of 

higher tax bill if he waited until 

next year. 

  √      

9. 

N3.D12.TD … there was still a significant risk 

of higher tax bill if he waited until 

next year. 

   √     

10. 

N3.D13.TD In early November, Musk also 

sold an additional 5.4 million 

shares that he had held in trust.  

   √     

11. 

N3.D06.PD  Musk also sold an additional 5.4 

million shares that he had held in 

trust. The total 15.7 million share 

he sold this year … the average 

sale price he received on Tuesday 

… the record high close before 

the start of his trades … 

  √      

12. 

N3.D14.TD Musk also sold an additional 5.4 

million shares that he had held in 

trust. The total 15.7 million share 
   √     
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he sold this year … 

13. 

N3.D15.TD But Tesla (TSLA) shares have 

rallied in the last week and are 

up 54% so far this year through 

Tuesday‟s close.   

   √     

14. 

N3.D22.DD But that will still increase his 

taxes by $1.2 billion, bringing his 

2021 federal tax bill to $10.7 

billion.  

     √   

15. 

N3.D16.TD Earlier this month, Musk said in 

a series of tweets that his $11 

billion in taxes would be the 

largest single-year tax bill ever 

paid by any individual.  

   √     

16. 

N3.D07.PD  But that‟s quite a change from his 

previous tax bills. Since he 

receives no salary …, it is likely 

he had little or no taxable income 

in most recent years. … Musk and 

some of his fellow billionaires … 

  √      

17. 

N3.D17.TD …, it is likely he had little or no 

taxable income in most recent 

years. 

   √     

18. 

N3.D23.DD  Those revelations prompted some 

Democrats to call for a “wealth 

tax” on the holdings of the 

nation‟s richest people, rather 

than just their incomes.  

     √   

19. 

N3.D08.PD Those revelations prompted some 

Democrats to call for a “wealth 

tax” on the holdings of the 

nation‟s richest people, rather 

than just their incomes. 

  √      

20. 

N3.D09.PD  Musk started selling off some of 

his shares in November after he 

conducted a poll on Twitter 

asking his millions of followers if 

he should sell 10% of his Tesla 

stock … The poll said he should. 

   √     

21. 

 

N3.D10.PD  Including the additionals shares 

he sold Tuesday, Musk has now 

sold 9.2% of the shares he held … 

Unless he sells an additional 1.3 

milllion of the shares he now 

owns, he‟ll fall just short …, but 

he said in a recent interview … 

  √      

22. 

N3.D18.TD Including the additionals shares 

he sold Tuesday, Musk has now 

sold 9.2% of the shares he held … 

   √     

23. 

 

N3.D19.TD … somewhere between 25.3 

million and 33.8 million of those 

options from that 2018 package 

will vest in the coming months, 

… 

   √     
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Fourth News Article 

 

N

o 
Code Sentences 

Types of Deixis 

PD 
TD PLD DD 

SD 

1 2 3 R A 

1. 
N4.D01.PD Workers are walking away from 

their jobs in record numbers. 
  √      

2. 

 

N4.D10.TD In November, 4.5 million people 

quit their jobs, according to data 

from Labor Department released 

earlier this week.  

   √     

3. 

N4.D02.PD And they are leaving for a variety 

of reasons: higher pay, better 

benefits, more flexible schedules, 

more fulfilling work, new 

challenges – including starting 

their own business – and they‟re 

even retiring early.  

  √      

4. 

 

N4.D03.PD …, workers should consider the 

benefits they might be giving up 

when they leave their jobs. 

  √      

5. 

 

N4.D04.PD ”Most employees know that their 

employers offer health insurance 

benefits, but they don‟t 

necessarily always realize how 

much employers subsidize the 

cost,” … 

  √      

6. 

N4.D05.PD Here‟s what you need to know 

about your health insurance 

options once you call it quits. 
 √       

7. 

 

N4.D06.PD  She added that employers are 

required to provide a COBRA 

notice that details an employee‟s 

rights and responsibilities, 

including coverage costs.  

  √      

8. 

N4.D14.DD (The federal government had 

provided a COBRA premium 

subsidy for those involuntarily 

lost their jobs and their work-

based coverage, but that benefit 

expired at the end of September.) 

     √   

9. 

N4.D11.TD (The federal government had 

provided a COBRA premium 

subsidy for those involuntarily 

lost their jobs and their work-

based coverage, but that benefit 

expired at the end of 

September.) 

   √     

10. 

N4.D15.DD But those who lose their job-

based policies can sign up at any 

time …, typically within 60 days 

of their plan‟s termination. 

     √   
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11. 

N4.D07.PD But those who lose their job-

based policies can sign up at any 

time …, typically within 60 days 

of their plan‟s termination. 

  √      

12. 

N4.D12.TD Enrollees are eligible for more 

generous federal premium 

subsidies for 2022, as part of last 

year’s $1.9 trillion coronavirus 

relief package.  

   √     

13. 

N4.D08.PD But without some kind of subsidy 

– either from the government or 

from an employer – to help you 

afford health insurance, 

purchasing it on your own … so 

consider your options before you 

make the decision to leave your 

job. 

 √       

14. 

N4.D09.PD “It‟s really important that you 

consider that as part of your 

overall budget before you leave 

your job. 

  √      

 

 

Fifth News Article 

 

N

o 
Code Sentences 

Types of Deixis 

PD 
TD PLD DD 

SD 

1 2 3 R A 

1. 

N5.D01.PD  Buying a burrito bowl or a burger 

will hit your wallet a lot harder 

these days.  

 √       

2. 

 

N5.D11.TD … An order at Chipotle (CMG) 

costs about 10 % more than it did 

one year ago, … 

   √     

3. 

N5.D23.DD  That means that if a steak burrito 

cost $8 this time in 2021, it‟s now 

$8.80.  

     √   

4. 

 

N5.D12.TD That means that if a steak burrito 

cost $8 this time in 2021, it‟s now 

$8.80. 
   √     

5. 

 

N5.D13.TD McDonald‟s (MCD) increased its 

menu prices by about 6 % last 

year, … 

   √     

6. 
N5.D24.DD So far, that hasn‟t hit sales. 

     √   

7. 

 

N5.D14.TD Chipotle reported revenue of $2 

billion for the final three months 

of 2021, beating expectations. 

   √     

8. 

N5.D02.PD  “We‟re pretty fortunate with the 

pricing power that we have,” 

CEO Brian Niccol said in an 

interview with CNBC. “Our 

brand is really strong.” He noted a 

√        
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chicken burrito is still less than $8 

in most US markets.  

9. 
N5.D15.TD Food away from home got about 

6% more expensive last year, … 
   √     

10. 

N5.D25.DD  These factors aren‟t expected to 

dissipate any time soon. Food 

commodity prices have jumped 6 

% so far this year, according to 

Goldman Sachs. 

     √   

11. 

N5.D16.TD These factors aren‟t expected to 

dissipate any time soon. Food 

commodity prices have jumped 6 

% so far this year, according to 

Goldman Sachs. 

   √     

12. 

N5.D03.PD  “We continue to see pressure on 

wages,” Niccol said on a call with 

analysts. “We want to make sure 

that we continue to be 

competitive on that front.” 

√        

13. 

N5.D26.DD  With this in mind, restaurant 

executives are telling Wall Street 

they expect price hikes to 

continue. 

     √   

14. 

N5.D04.PD With this in mind, restaurant 

executives are telling Wall Street 

they expect price hikes to 

continue. 

  √      

15. 

N5.D17.TD 

Starbucks CEO Kevin Johnson 

told analyst last week that the 

company has “additional pricing 

actions planned through the 

balance of this year” … 

   √     

16. 

N5.D27.DD “Beef and freight and some of 

these other things that continue to 

stay elevated,… variant.   

     √   

17. 

N5.D05.PD  …, if we don‟t see it abate, we‟ll 

have to take some additional 

pricing there,” he said. 
√        

18. 

N5.D05.PD …, if we don‟t see it abate, we‟ll 

have to take some additional 

pricing there,” he said. 
  √      

19. 

N5.D06.PD Chipotle‟s chief financial officer 

said they “keep thinking that beef 

is going to level off and then go 

down,” but “it just hasn‟t 

happened yet” 

  √      

20. 

N5.D28.DD  On the radar: The latest data on 

US consumer inflation arrives 

tomorrow. Climbing food prices – 

both inside and out of the home – 

are likely to be a big part of the 

story.  

     √   
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21. 

 

N5.D18.TD On the radar: The latest data on 

US consumer inflation arrives 

tomorrow. Climbing food prices 

– both inside and out of the home 

– are likely to be a big part of the 

story. 

   √     

22. 

N5.D07.PD …, executives in the restaurant 

industry don‟t sound like they‟re 

expecting much to change, at least 

for the time being. 

  √      

23. 

 

N5.D08.PD …, our near-term revenue growth 

acceleration will likely be 

affected,” … 
√        

24. 

N5.D09.PD 

 
Green said he expects demand 

recover now that the wave of 

Omicron infections in the United 

States appears to have peaked, 

however.  

  √      

25. 

 

N5.D19.TD Green said he expects demand 

recover now that the wave of 

Omicron infections in the United 

States appears to have peaked, 

however. 

   √     

26. 

N5.D20.TD  

 
“In the last week of January, we 

saw a pickup in rideshare rides 

that we see as a positive signal,” 

he said.  

   √     

27. 

 

N5.D10.PD “In the last week of January, we 

saw a pickup in rideshare rides 

that we see as a positive signal,” 

he said. 

√        

28. 

 

N5.D10.PD 

 
“…, we saw a pickup in rideshare 

rides that we see as a positive 

signal,” he said. 
  √      

29. 

N5.D21.TD Bitcoin has gained 15% so far 

this month, after a dismal 

December and January.  

   √     

30. 

 

N5.D22.TD “…,” JP Morgan analyst Nikolas 

Panigirtzoglou said in a note to 

clients published this week. 
   √     

 

 


